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F

ake news is changing the digital
landscape for brands, #ShiftHappens.
There is no doubt that we are living
in a different era where newspapers,
radio and television have taken a backseat to
online influencers and now, fake news. The
average life expectancy of a brand was once
75 years. It’s now only 15 and that is largely
driven by this seismic shift in media.
In 2017, there will be winners and there will
be losers. What we see is the winners are
demanding their messaging runs in brandsafe and transparent environments so their
brand doesn’t get tarnished in the current
media melee. Despite this upheaval around
brand safety, fake news and audience
accountability on digital platforms, the one
unwavering truth is this: consumer appetite
for video and premium content is immense
and the race to capitalize on it is on.
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The landscape is all a blur. YouTube and Hulu
have entered the TV business with their live
streaming services; the OTT behemoths,
Amazon and Netflix are doubling down
on original programming and content
acquisition to lure younger consumers and
cord cutters; and social networks, once the
place to share with friends, are now leading
hubs for news and entertainment, garnering
millions of video views daily. How are
buyers deciding where to invest their video
advertising budgets?
As part of our ongoing series of insights into
the dynamic shifts in the media landscape,
Trusted Media Brands fielded its fourth wave
of industry research to find out. We engaged
over 300 agency and marketer decisionmakers from the Advertiser Perceptions
Omnibus Panel who shared their views.

IS FACEBOOK THE NEW YOUTUBE?
Since our previous study on the topic of video,
less than a year ago (June 2016), we see a
significant shift in where advertisers want to put
dollars when it comes to video. Social platforms
(Facebook, Snapchat, etc.) are now decidedly
most important when planning digital video
campaigns, voted as such by 68 percent of
participants vs. 56 percent last June, a 12 point
lift. That puts social platforms (and presumably
Facebook is dominant) as the number one
distribution partner, eight points ahead of video
platforms (YouTube, Vevo, etc.), which were
rated as most important by 60 percent of those
surveyed. (In previous research, video platforms

MOST IMPORTANT PARTNERS FOR
DIGITAL VIDEO CAMPAIGNS

were ahead of social by a small margin, and only
marketer, not agency respondents put social in
the top spot).
Further inquiry shows us that among seven
possible distribution platform types, social gets
the highest marks for delivering on engagement
(59 percent), ROI (39 percent) and customer
service (38 percent); whereas video platforms
deliver best on measurement and reporting.
Perhaps YouTube’s announcement that they
will allow more third-party verification and
measurement is being recognized here.

PLATFORMS DELIVERING BEST ON VIDEO
ADVERTISING FEATURES

JUNE 2016
APRIL 2017

Percent of Respondents

Percent of Respondents

56%
68%

Social (FB, Snapchat,
Twitter, etc.)

59%
60%

Video Platforms
(YouTube, Vevo etc.)
Full Episode Players
(Hulu, Cable digital properties, etc.)

28%
33%

Video DSPs
(Videology, Tremor Video, etc.)

34%
33%
27%
30%

Ad Networks
Publishers
(BuzzFeed, Vice, Vox, etc.)
Multichannel Networks
(Maker Studios, Fullscreen, etc.)

24%
20%

SOCIAL

VIDEO

Customer
Service

38%

25%

Measurement/
Reporting

38%

44%

ROI

38%

33%

Engagement

59%

36%

8%
13%

Q. Who are the most important partners when planning a digital video campaign?
Q. Which platforms do you feel best deliver on these features when placing a digital video pre-roll campaign?
Base: Involved in Digital/Mobile Advertising
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MEASUREMENT IS KING
When push comes to shove, numbers matter, underscoring the transparency
advertisers have been asking for from their media partners. When asked to select
their top priorities for placing pre-roll digital campaigns, more than one third of
respondents rated measurement and reporting on top (36 percent) followed by
pricing (35 percent), engagement (34 percent) and viewability (33 percent).

PRIORITIES WHEN PLANNING DIGITAL VIDEO PRE-ROLL CAMPAIGNS

Percent of Respondents

36%

Measurement & Reporting

35%

Pricing

34%

Engagement

33%

Viewability

30%

Audience Delivery

27%

Quality of Video in which ad is placed

26%

Brand Safe Environment

20%

Transparency

18%

Video Views
Click-to-Play
Contextual Relevance

13%
11%

Q. What are your priorities when planning digital video pre-roll advertising campaigns (select up to three.)
Base: Involved in Digital/Mobile Advertising and Place Digital Video Pre-Roll Advertising Campaigns
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THE NEAR TERM
In the next six months, advertisers will increase video budgets, reporting their
allocation of overall budgets to digital video at 28 percent, an increase from
25 percent in our June 2016 research wave. Both agency and marketer
respondents have cited higher allocations than we saw last June.
Which formats will rule the day?
1. 58 percent ‘definitely will’ be investing in short-form video
2. 38 percent in premium video
3. Live stream and user-generated are lower down the list for pre-roll
placement; more than one quarter say they will still be buying these formats

BUDGET ALLOCATION TO DIGITAL VIDEO ADVERTISING
Allocation of Overall Budget to Digital Video
Average of Respondents

AGENCIES

MARKETERS

29%

26%

JUNE 2016

24%

APRIL 2017

JUNE 2016

26%

APRIL 2017

LIKELIHOOD TO INVEST IN DIGITAL VIDEO PRE-ROLL FORMATS

Percent of Respondents

58%

Short-form
Premium

39%
53%

38%

Live Stream

28%

Long-form

28%

User-Generated

28%

45%
57%
45%

3%
9%

DEFINITELY WILL
MIGHT
DEFINITELY WILL NOT

27%
15%
27%

Q. What percent of your overall advertising budget is currently allocated to digital video?
Q. When it comes to placing pre-roll digital video advertising, how likely are you to invest in the following formats in the next six months?
Base: Involved in Digital/Mobile Advertising and Place Digital Video Pre-Roll Advertising Campaigns
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SUMMARY

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Have a strong and differentiated video
strategy. Video is the largest advertising
growth area in digital display right now,
according to eMarketer. Advertisers
recognize the huge and growing
consumer audiences for video and the
engagement chops of sight, sound and
motion in advertising. Video will be front
and center for the foreseeable future.
Facebook will lead. Who can beat
1 billion daily users? Despite some
grumblings that Facebook is driving
the fake news problem, it gets high
marks from buyers for engagement and
ROI and has emerged as the definitive
partner for video campaigns—at least
for right now.

Show them the numbers. As advertiser
consciousness increases toward issues
from brand safety to viewability in
the world of automated advertising,
platforms must find better ways to
prove their worth and accountability not
only in how well, but in where they reach
audiences.
Shorter is better. Short form pre-roll
digital format is the most likely to get
support and drive engagement. Other
formats have their place as well. We
see sizeable investment still promised
for premium, long form, live stream and
user-generated formats.

Brands have a new set of expectations around all their
messaging including digital video. Publishers need
world-class audience targeting. They need to provide
brand-safe content and standardized measurement.
Most importantly, the media needs to show marketers
a return on their investment.

WELCOME TO THE BRAND SAFE ECONOMY.
IS YOUR BRAND PREPARED?
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Trusted Media Brands, Inc. (formerly known as The Reader’s Digest Association, Inc.), is a visionary,
brand-driven multiplatform media company whose portfolio of iconic properties and products include
Taste of Home, the world’s largest circulation food media brand; Reader’s Digest; The Family Handyman,
America’s leading source for DIY; a suite of highly targeted brands including Birds & Blooms, Country,
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Advertiser Perceptions is the global leader providing data-driven business intelligence for the
advertising industry. They provide consultative solutions critical to the success of the world’s leading
media and ad tech companies, agencies and marketers. Their exclusive insights, practical advice and
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challenges they face. For more information about their services or to arrange a private briefing, please
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